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Accelerator-based
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ν - astronomy
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 high energy ν

  
ν - astronomy
   

E>1 TeV



TeV – PeV neutrinos from decays of 
charged mesons (pions) 

3 

GRBs? 

at high energies: 

AGNs? 

credit: pdg 2017 

production of astrophysical neutrinos  

cosmic-rays 

“The Cosmic Ray Connection” 
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TeV – PeV neutrinos from decays of 
charged mesons (pions) 

3 

GRBs? 

at high energies: 

AGNs? 

credit: pdg 2017 

production of astrophysical neutrinos  

cosmic-rays 

two guaranteed contributions 

       ν-production at high energy sources 

       ν-production during cosmic ray propagation  
 

(more exotic scenarios possible) 

“The Cosmic Ray Connection” 

“diffuse ν-flux = Σ ν-flux from all sources”   

many sources, large extra-galactic distances 

 diffuse ν-flux approximately isotropic 

 equal contributions from all ν-flavors 
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e.g. νµ + N  
 

à µ + hadrons 
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early in time
late in time

9 

cascades 

CC:  νe(ντ) + N  

 à e(τ) + hadrons 
 

NC:  νe(νµ, ντ) + N   

 à νe(νµ, ντ) + hadrons 
 
 

point-like light emission 

angular resolution >10o 

good energy resolution 

~15% if contained 
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early in time
late in time

9 

cascades 

CC:  νe(ντ) + N  

 à e(τ) + hadrons 
 

NC:  νe(νµ, ντ) + N   

 à νe(νµ, ντ) + hadrons 
 
 

point-like light emission 

angular resolution >10o 

good energy resolution 

~15% if contained 




through-going  

tracks 

νµ + N à µ + hadrons (CC) 
 

 

pointing resolution <1o 



µ energy resolution 
 

  ~ factor of 2 
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early in time
late in time

 

starting tracks  
(cascade + track)  


νµ + N à µ + hadrons (CC)  

double cascades/bangs 




ντ + N à τ + hadrons (CC) 
 

           à ντ  + hadrons 
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cascades 

CC:  νe(ντ) + N  

 à e(τ) + hadrons 
 

NC:  νe(νµ, ντ) + N   

 à νe(νµ, ντ) + hadrons 
 
 

point-like light emission 

angular resolution >10o 

good energy resolution 

~15% if contained 




through-going  

tracks 

νµ + N à µ + hadrons (CC) 
 

 

pointing resolution <1o 



µ energy resolution 
 

  ~ factor of 2 






(and more …)  
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atmospheric muons 

produced in cosmic ray air showers 
 
 
 

       atmospheric neutrinos 

       produced in the same showers 
 

 
 

 

background from Earth’s atmosphere 

1/106 
µe- 
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atmospheric muons 

produced in cosmic ray air showers 
 
 
 

       atmospheric neutrinos 

       produced in the same showers 
 

 
 

 conventional ν
decay of π/K mesons 

νµ dominates 

νe suppressed 
 

behaves as ~E-3.7 

flux largest at horizon 

background from Earth’s atmosphere 

1/106 
µe- 

prompt ν 
decay of heavier mesons (charm)


νµ : νe ~  (1:1) 
 

behaves as ~E-2.7 

flux isotropic 



(not identified yet) 

benchmark 

diffuse flux 
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Sun 

Two complementary strategies to reject atm. muon background 
 

     1) νµ tracks from Northern Sky 
 

  uses earth to shield from muons 

  >99% neutrino purity 

  sensitive to “the diffuse” above ~120 TeV 

  large effective area at high energies 

ü  8-years of data analyzed 

 
 

 

      
 

 

ü   

X 
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Sun 

Two complementary strategies to reject atm. muon background 
 

     1) νµ tracks from Northern Sky 
 

  uses earth to shield from muons 

  >99% neutrino purity 

  sensitive to “the diffuse” above ~120 TeV 

  large effective area at high energies 

ü  8-years of data analyzed 

 
 

 

     2) Starting Events (Cascades, Starting Tracks …) 
 

 require interaction vertex within detector 

 sensitive to entire sky (mostly south) 
 

 

 

 

High Energy Starting Events (HESE) 
       outer layer veto    

       sensitive to all ν-flavors (E>60 TeV) 
 

Cascade Selections 

      event shape information 

      sensitive primarily to νe + ντ (E>10 TeV) 

      can be extended to partially contained cascades 

 

ü   

X 
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diffuse flux measurements - analysis method 
study excess of high energy events over atmospheric expectation 
 

 

 

 

 

 harder spectrum   

 

Log10(energy) 

L
o

g
1

0
(f

lu
x
) 

diffuse astro. ν

single powerlaw  φ x E-γ  (2 parameters) 

 + isotropy assumption 

  + 1:1:1 flavor ratio 

15 Hans Niederhausen (Stony Brook University), IPA 2016 
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diffuse flux measurements - analysis method 
study excess of high energy events over atmospheric expectation 
 

 

 

 harder spectrum  +        different angular distribution 

Log10(energy) 

L
o

g
1

0
(f

lu
x
) 

diffuse astro. ν

single powerlaw  φ x E-γ  (2 parameters) 

 + isotropy assumption 

  + 1:1:1 flavor ratio 

15 Hans Niederhausen (Stony Brook University), IPA 2016 

conventional νe 

conventional νµ

charm νe+νµ

after “self veto” 
 

suppression of atmospheric ν in southern sky  

as by-product of muon rejection (starting events) 

8 

Arguelles et. al., JCAP (2018) 

Gaisser, Jero, Karle, van Santen 

PRD90 (2014) 

Schoenert, Gaisser, Resconi, Schulz 

PRD79 (2009)  
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Sun Atmospheric ν

  
June 2014 
energy deposit 

(2.6 ± 0.3) PeV 

Analysis of νµ from Northern Sky 

(data from 2009 – 2016) 

clear excess of high energy track events 

atmospheric origin rejected at 6.7σ

best fit spectral index: 2.19 ± 0.10  

measurement dominated by E>120 TeV events 

PoS(ICRC2017)1005 

ApJ. 833 (2016) 
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High Energy Starting Events (HESE) 

Neutrino 2018, TeVPA 2018 
PoS(ICRC2017) 981  

PRL 113, 101101 (2014)  
Science 22 Vol. 342 no. 6161 (2013) 

 

1.1 PeV 
January 

2012 

1.0 PeV 
August 2011 

 

2 PeV 
December 2012 

16 

observed 102 (60 above 60 TeV) starting tracks 

     + cascades in 7.5 years (2010-2017) 

 

 

refined analysis compared to previous years 
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High Energy Starting Events (HESE) 

Neutrino 2018, TeVPA 2018 
PoS(ICRC2017) 981  

PRL 113, 101101 (2014)  
Science 22 Vol. 342 no. 6161 (2013) 

 

1.1 PeV 
January 

2012 

1.0 PeV 
August 2011 

 

2 PeV 
December 2012 

16 

observed 102 (60 above 60 TeV) starting tracks 

     + cascades in 7.5 years (2010-2017) 

 

 

refined analysis compared to previous years 
 

 

spectral index: 2.91-0.22
+0.33 

(analysis above 60 TeV) 
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Sun Atmospheric ν

  

diffuse neutrino flux fits well into global diffuse multi-messenger picture 
 

above ~100 TeV the same ν-flux appears in multiple channels 

 

some differences at lower energies could be indicative of additional  

contribution(s) to the diffuse, e.g. dark neutrino sources (more data needed!) 

Ahlers 2018 
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(point) source searches - analysis method 
study clustering of (high energy) events over atmospheric expectation 

directional clustering 

15 Hans Niederhausen (Stony Brook University), IPA 2016 
14 

right ascension 
declination 

p
d

f 

background 
 

(~flat on scales <1deg of  

 track angular resolution) 
point source 

neutrino emission from one point in the sky 
à bivariate gaussian (spatial pdf) 

harder spectrum 

lo
g

1
0
 p

d
f 

log10 energy 

powerlaw spectrum 
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(point) source searches - analysis method 
study clustering of (high energy) events over atmospheric expectation 

directional clustering 

15 Hans Niederhausen (Stony Brook University), IPA 2016 
14 

right ascension 
declination 

p
d

f 

background 
 

(~flat on scales <1deg of  

 track angular resolution) 
point source 

neutrino emission from one point in the sky 
à bivariate gaussian (spatial pdf) 

clustering in time 

harder spectrum 

can include possible time dependence 

background 

p
d

f 
time 

neutrino flare 

gaussian or box time profile 

lo
g

1
0
 p

d
f 

log10 energy 

powerlaw spectrum 
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Sun Atmospheric ν

  

15 

equatorial  

coords 

no significant clustering observed in 8 years of data 

(497 072 track events, 95% Eν > 1 TeV) 

“hottest spot”: p=0.3 (after look-elsewhere correction) 
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Sun Atmospheric ν

  

15 

equatorial  

coords 

no significant clustering observed in 8 years of data 

(497 072 track events, 95% Eν > 1 TeV) 

“hottest spot”: p=0.3 (after look-elsewhere correction) 

source stacking analyses 

find no significant results 
 

limits on total flux from Fermi blazars        

     à can not explain all of the     

         diffuse neutrino flux 

 

constraints on GRB “fireball” model 
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Eur. Phys. J. C (2019) 79 
ApJ 835 (2017) 

ApJ 843 (2017) 



Sun Atmospheric ν

  

16 

Sept. 2017: IceCube reports a high energy, up-going  

muon neutrino (most likely neutrino energy 290 TeV) 
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Sun Atmospheric ν

  

16 

Sept. 2017: IceCube reports a high energy, up-going  

muon neutrino (most likely neutrino energy 290 TeV) 
 

 

direction consistent with blazar TXS 0506+056 (0.1deg) 
 

observation of enhanced gamma-ray activity (Fermi) 
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Sun Atmospheric ν

  

16 

Sept. 2017: IceCube reports a high energy, up-going  

muon neutrino (most likely neutrino energy 290 TeV) 
 

 

direction consistent with blazar TXS 0506+056 (0.1deg) 
 

observation of enhanced gamma-ray activity (Fermi) 
 

chance-coincidence rejected at 3σ significance 

 

follow-up campaign by several experiments covering 

a wide range of EM spectrum  
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Science 361 (2018) 
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TXS 0506+056  
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Atmospheric ν

  

18 

and in the past there potentially were more …  

found 13 +/- 5 neutrinos consistent with the direction of TXS 

in a ~110 day window (December 2014) in archival dataset 
 

rejection of bg-only hypothesis at 3.5σ significance 
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Science 361 (2018) 



Atmospheric ν

  

18 

and in the past there potentially were more …  

found 13 +/- 5 neutrinos consistent with the direction of TXS 

in a ~110 day window (December 2014) in archival dataset 
 

rejection of bg-only hypothesis at 3.5σ significance 
 

events consistent with hard injection spectrum 
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Science 361 (2018) 



Sun 

19 

earth absorbs neutrinos at high energies (Eν > 30 TeV) 
 

earth opaque  to neutrinos above 1 PeV (vertical directions) 

 

absorption depends on neutrino nucleon cross-section (DIS) 

 à IceCube can measure it! 
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Sun Atmospheric ν

  

20 

through-going tracks from up-going  

muon neutrinos 
(Northern Sky, 1 year of IceCube data) 
 

treat cross-section as multiple of SM prediction 

energy range 6.3 < Eν < 980 TeV 
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Sun Atmospheric ν

  

20 

through-going tracks from up-going  

muon neutrinos 
(Northern Sky, 1 year of IceCube data) 
 

treat cross-section as multiple of SM prediction 

energy range 6.3 < Eν < 980 TeV 
 

2D-fit to energy and zenith observables 

 

 R=1.30 +0.21 
-0.19 (stat) +0.39 -0.43 (sys) 

 

ü consistent with SM prediction 
Hans Niederhausen | EDS Blois 2019, ICISE, Quy Nhon, Vietnam 
    

SM prediction from Cooper-Sarkar et al., 

JHEP 08 (2011) 042 

Nature 551 (2017) 
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cross-section measurements with High Energy Starting Events and Cascades  

can cover entire sky (cross-section change affects up- and down-going events differently) 

down 

going 
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Cascades 

cross-section measurements with High Energy Starting Events and Cascades  

can cover entire sky (cross-section change affects up- and down-going events differently) 

to be finalized soon … 
 

ü  preliminary results consistent with SM prediction 

Cascades 
down 

going 

        DIS 2018 
Neutrino 2018 

HESE 



Sun Atmospheric ν

  

Analysis of Inelasticity in DIS Interactions 

using Starting Tracks 

PRD 99 032004 (2019) 

 

 

Inelasticity y = energy in hadronic shower / initial energy of neutrino 
 

can be sensitive to  

       nu/nubar ratio <10 TeV and charm production 

       potentially also nutau 
 

need to separate cascade and track energies 

à  deployed machine learning techniques 
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Sun Atmospheric ν

  

Analysis of Inelasticity in DIS Interactions 

using Starting Tracks 

PRD 99 032004 (2019) 

 

 

Inelasticity y = energy in hadronic shower / initial energy of neutrino 
 

can be sensitive to  

       nu/nubar ratio <10 TeV and charm production 

       potentially also nutau 
 

need to separate cascade and track energies 

à  deployed machine learning techniques 

22 

ü  consistent with SM 

prediction 
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Sun Atmospheric ν

  

a new high(est) energy cascade 

ν-Interaction with atomic electrons? 

PoS(ICRC2017)1002 

UHECR2018 

 

identified in new search for cascades near the detector 

boundary (partially contained cascade) 

  

deposited energy ~6 PeV (~10% sys. uncertainty)  

 à likely neutrino energy 6.35+0.30
-0.23 PeV 

 à glashow resonance candidate event 

~70% of W decays  

into hadronic channel 
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Sun Atmospheric ν

  

a new high(est) energy cascade 

ν-Interaction with atomic electrons? 

PoS(ICRC2017)1002 

UHECR2018 

 

identified in new search for cascades near the detector 

boundary (partially contained cascade) 

  

deposited energy ~6 PeV (~10% sys. uncertainty)  

 à likely neutrino energy 6.35+0.30
-0.23 PeV 

 à glashow resonance candidate event 

evidence for presence of an early muon (~few 10 GeV) 

consistent with µ-production in hadronic shower 

~70% of W decays  

into hadronic channel 

detailed analysis of the event ongoing. 

implications for diffuse electron 

(anti-)neutrino flux under study.  
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Sun Atmospheric ν

  



Summary 

IceCube has discovered a diffuse flux of astrophysical neutrinos



Its properties are being measured with increasing precision 

through multiple channels – feeding back to theory community 

    

Its main sources remain unidentified, but potentially identified 

a first candidate (evidence for Blazar TXS 0506+056)




High energy atmospheric and diffuse astrophysical neutrinos

also contribute to fundamental particle physics


measurements of νN DIS cross section at > TeV energies

studies of inelasticity in DIS interactions



+ many topics I did not cover (neutrino oscillations, DM searches, …)



… stay tuned for more data (and future IceCube upgrades) !









Backup 



Sun Atmospheric ν

  

Contained Cascades 

PoS(ICRC2017)968 

PoS(ICRC2015)1109 

IC40 PRD89 102001 (2014) 

IC22 PRD84 072001 (2011) 

 

 

 

benefit from lower atmospheric ν background compared to 

other channels – but low statistics at highest energies 
 

most recent study based on 4 years of data  

(2012-2015) 
 

can observe astrophysical  νe + ντ  down to ~10 TeV 

spectral index: 2.48 ± 0.08 

11 

South North 
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Sun Atmospheric ν

  

Contained Cascades 

PoS(ICRC2017)968 

PoS(ICRC2015)1109 

IC40 PRD89 102001 (2014) 

IC22 PRD84 072001 (2011) 

 

 

 

benefit from lower atmospheric ν background compared to 

other channels – but low statistics at highest energies 
 

most recent study based on 4 years of data  

(2012-2015) 
 

can observe astrophysical  νe + ντ  down to ~10 TeV 

spectral index: 2.48 ± 0.08 

no evidence for departures from single powerlaw 

11 

South North 
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Sun Atmospheric ν

  

smoking gun astrophysical events: 

tau neutrinos 

Event ID through dedicated double cascade reconstruction 

analyzed all HESE (7.5y) events above 60 TeV 
 

ü  2 candidates found!    
           (expected to pass cuts: ~1.4 ντ, ~0.7) 

Neutrino 2018, TeVPA 2018 
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EPJ Web Conf. 207 02005 (2019) one candidate clearly favors  

double cascade signature 

 

 

 

 

 
 

a posteriori analysis of the events in progress 
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smoking gun astrophysical events: 

tau neutrinos 

Event ID through dedicated double cascade reconstruction 

analyzed all HESE (7.5y) events above 60 TeV 
 

ü  2 candidates found!    
           (expected to pass cuts: ~1.4 ντ, ~0.7) 

Neutrino 2018, TeVPA 2018 

12 

ü  IceCube data remains well consistent with  

     1:1:1 flavor ratio at earth 

       expected from oscillations over cosmic baselines 

       e.g. pion-muon decay νe : νµ : ντ = 1:2:0 injected at source 
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EPJ Web Conf. 207 02005 (2019) one candidate clearly favors  

double cascade signature 

 

 

 

 

 
 

a posteriori analysis of the events in progress 
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arXiv:1903.04333 (2019) 

PRL 122 041101 (2019) 



Atmospheric ν

  

constraints at even higher energies … GZK searches 

analyzed the brightest events in 9 years of IceCube data (focusing on νµ tracks)   

no GZK candidate event found 
 

strongest constraints on diffuse neutrino flux beyond 10 PeV (differential limit) 
 

result challenges optimistic scenarios 

   

PRD98 062003 (2018) 

PRL117 241101 (2016) 

PRL119 259902 (2017) (Errat.) 
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